
A: They help it orient itself 
when flying. 
B: It enables it to perceive its 
environment in 3D.
C: Thanks to its dot-like eyes, 
it can also see well at night.
D: It can recognise colours 
with its dot-like eyes.

With the eyespots on  
its wings, the PEACOCK BUTTERFLY  
imitates larger animals. 

Please use 

the white stamp!

Please use 

the grey stamp!

THE PRAYING MANTIS HAS 3 ADDITIONAL SIMPLE EYES (DOT-LIKE EYES). 
WHAT FOR?



The DOT-LIKE EYES 

make it easier for 

the mantis to orient 

itself when flying!

The praying mantis lurks motionless in the grass until 

a beast of prey appears in front of it. It seizes the 

prey and escape is impossible. If the prey is eaten, the 

praying mantis moves away from its raised hideout. 

For a safe flight, it needs its simple eyes (ocellus), also 

known as dot-like eyes. They help it keep its balance 

in the air.
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ON SIX LEGS
THE INCONSPICUOUS

HELPERS OF THE FOREST
Countless ants scurry through a healthy forest. The tiny creatures 

take on many important tasks to keep this ecosystem intact. Their 

management tasks range from reducing a variety of pests, to dispersing 

plant seeds through to improving soil aeration.

The anthill above the ground is only a tiny part in comparison to the 

network of passages, tunnels and larders under the ground. An average 

forest anthill accommodates a state of ants with approximately a million 

individuals. Such a large scale army kills off approximately ten million 

insects a year. Some of these insects are found as carcasses on the ground. 

By utilising these dead animals, the ants are making an important 

contribution to forest hygiene. A forest with many ants is a vital, diverse 

forest which can respond more effectively to sudden disturbances. 

Unfortunately, the anthills are becoming more and more of a rarity 

here in the forest.

The edge of the forest is a magical place for us insects. Here we find a broad range of different types of plant. Both the trees and the shrubs grow here in an abundance of species and are all at different stages of their development. Colourful blooms acting as a doorway to open land supplement our food supply further. A colourful variety of butterflies and other insects are attracted by them. That is why there are battalions of insects buzzing and scuttling at the edge of the forest.

Die Laubholz-Säbelschrecke ver-
dankt ihren Namen dem Legebohrer des 
Weibchens, der in seiner Form an einen 
Säbel erinnert. Das Weibchen legt seine 
Eier in die Ritzen von Bäumen und To-
tholz. Während die  Jungtiere in der krau-
tigen Schicht am Boden leben, findet man 
die erwachsenen Tiere nur mehr hoch 
oben in Bäumen und Sträuchern. Von dort 
ertönt auch der Gesang der Männchen, 
die zur Paarungszeit versuchen die Weib-
chen damit zu begeistern. 

Die Gottesanbeterin sitzt perfekt 
getarnt in der krautigen Schicht des Wald-
saums. Zu spät erkennen Insekten wie ver-
schiedene Heuschreckenarten, Bienen und 
Wespen die drohende Gefahr und fliegen 
ahnungslos in die Arme der lauernden 
Jägerin. Die Gottesanbeterin verharrt reg-
los im Gras, Blattwerk oder Geäst. Sobald 
ihre Beute zum Greifen nah vorbeikommt, 
schnellen die Fangarme der Fangschrecke 
rasant hervor und es gibt kein Entkom-
men mehr.

Der Hirschkäfer schätzt sonnige, war-
me Standorte wie den Waldsaum. Für sei-
ne Ernährung braucht er den Saft alter 
Bäume. Für seinen Nachwuchs braucht er 
Totholz. Hirschkäfer können bis zu 8 Jahre 
im Larvenstadium verbringen bis sie sich 
zu einem erwachsenen Käfer entwickeln. 
Die männlichen Larven haben eine deut-
lich größere Puppenwiege als die Weib-
chen, da sie für ihre großen Oberkiefer – 
ihr Geweih – ausreichend Platz brauchen.

Die Raupen des Tagpfauenauges 
nutzen die Brennnesseln des Waldran-
des als ihre einzige Futterpflanze. Im 
Unterschied zu den Jungtieren sind die 
erwachsenen Tagpfauenaugen weniger 
wählerisch. Sie treffen ihre Auswahl aus 
200 unterschiedlichen Nektarpflanzen. 
Zur Paarungszeit kann man oft zahlreiche 
männliche Falter am Waldrand entlang 
fliegen sehen. Diese versuchen ein Weib-
chen dort abzufangen und es in einem 
Flug zu umwerben.
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Ants often have to travel long distances 
to transport building materials and food 
to their nests.

Concept, implementation & layout: www.pronatour.at
 

Abbildungen: 1–3 – in the public domain; 4 – © Eileen Kumpf/shutterstock.com; 5 – © Sabine FASCHING; 6 & 7 – © Josef STEFAN

The adventure trail is a pilot investment of the VISIO 
project. It is realised within the framework of the 
INTERREG V-A, SK-AT programme and co-financed by ERDF.
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The HARDWOOD BUSH CRICKET 
owes its name to the ovipositor of the 
female whose shape is reminiscent of a 
sabre. The female lays its eggs in the cracks 
of trees and deadwood. While the young 
sucklings live in the herbaceous layer of 
the soil, the adult animals can only be 
found high up in trees and shrubs. From 
here too you will hear the singing of the 
menfolk who try to make the females fancy 
them at mating time.

The PRAYING MANTIS sits perfectly 
camouflaged in the herbaceous layer of 
the edge of the forest Insects such as 
various types of locusts, bees and wasps 
often recognise the impending danger too 
late and fly unwittingly into the arms of 
the lurking huntress. The praying mantis 
remains motionless in the grass, foliage 
or branches. As soon as its prey is within 
grabbing distance, the tentacles of the
mantis dart quickly forward and there is 
no longer any chance of escape.

The STAG BEETLE values sunny, warm 
locations like the edge of the forest. 
It feeds from the sap of old trees. Its 
offspring feel at home in deadwood. 
Stag beetles can spend up to 8 years in 
the larval stage until they develop into 
adult beetles. The male larvae have a 
considerably larger sealed cell with pupa 
than the females as they need sufficient 
space for their large upper jaws – their 
antlers.

The larval foodplant of the PEACOCK 
BUTTERFLY CATERPILLAR is the 
stinging nettle growing at the edge of the 
forest. In contrast to the infants, the adult 
peacock butterflies are less choosy. They 
make their selection from 200 different 
nectar plants. At mating time, you can 
often see numerous male butterflies flying 
along the edge of the forest. They try to 
intercept a female there and to court it 
while in the air.
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The adventure trail is a pilot investment of the VISIO 
project. It is realised within the framework of the 
INTERREG V-A, SK-AT programme and co-financed by ERDF.
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Countless ants scurry through a healthy forest. The tiny creatures 

take on many important tasks to keep this ecosystem intact. Their 

management tasks range from reducing a variety of pests, to dispersing 

plant seeds through to improving soil aeration.

The anthill above the ground is only a tiny part in comparison to the 

network of passages, tunnels and larders under the ground. An average 

forest anthill accommodates a state of ants with approximately a million 

individuals. Such a large scale army kills off approximately ten million 

insects a year. Some of these insects are found as carcasses on the ground. 

By utilising these dead animals, the ants are making an important 

contribution to forest hygiene. A forest with many ants is a vital, diverse 

forest which can respond more effectively to sudden disturbances. 

Unfortunately, the anthills are becoming more and more of a rarity 

here in the forest.

The edge of the forest is a magical place for us insects. Here we find a broad range of different types of plant. Both the trees and the shrubs grow here in an abundance of species and are all at different stages of their development. Colourful blooms acting as a doorway to open land supplement our food supply further. A colourful variety of butterflies and other insects are attracted by them. That is why there are battalions of insects buzzing and scuttling at the edge of the forest.
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